








A great literary master transports his readers to the highest realm of aesthetics through spiritual 
adventures. Mo Yan is one of such rare breeds. 

Well-versed in contemporary Chinese narratives, Mo Yan has successfully merged popular 
folklore traditions and older Chinese literature with his distinctive ‘hallucinatory realism’. His 
masterful storytelling is exemplary of the vigour and exuberance of the Chinese language, 
and his works are the embodiment of the vibrancy of Chinese literature. To Chinese speakers 
who account for one fi fth of the world’s total population, Mo Yan’s phenomenal way of taking 
Chinese literature to a new height fi res up their passion for and makes them feel proud of  the 
rich legacies of Chinese literature. 

A literary masterpiece is a confi dant to a nation’s history as much as great literature is a mirror 
of its times. With profound sentiments and thoughts, Mo Yan’s pen has awakened the Soul of the 
nation. His compassion soothes the nation’s historical agonies, and to the many wounded souls 
he gives a healing hand. The thematic weightiness of his works is such that he can represent 
reality only through the prism of his hallucinatory and even grotesque imagination. 

A superb writer is not content to be just a bare witness of history. He transcends it. Like a 
magician, Mo Yan performs his magic over the vicissitudes of the nation in the darkest days of 
his age. As a result of his magical touch, his works are an ode to human nature which stands 
the severest tests of time; the exuberance and vigour of life endure and prevail. His writing is 
featured with enchantments and shines with eternal Beauty.

Mo Yan is by all accounts a literary master conversant with his artistic dialectics. Through his 
pen, the cruel and the brutal would yield to the compassion for life, and the evil and the ugly 
to the extolment of a protean soul. His works are themed by constant negotiations between 
humanity and reality, where the kind and heroic human nature is often contested by ill wills and 
political dissonance. Finally, the dialectics resolve into spiritual transcendence. The exuberant 
style and the thematic profundity of his novels is a result of the crystallization of his rich life 
experiences. 

With his mastery of the Chinese language, Mo Yan has his imagination fl y high beyond the 
conventional literary canons. Literature is the art of language, and in that sense, Mo Yan’s 
works are the embodiment of the power and beauty of the Chinese language. His language is 
infused with rich folklore and literary resources. His free fl owing poetic narration glows with 
philosophical sparks. Sometimes it strikes you with its brevity and other times, catches you in 
its expansiveness. His sharp, punchy and witty writing style has shown the great potential of 
the Chinese language in narrativity. And in that measure, he well deserves the accolades for his 
trailblazing efforts in advancing the Chinese literature to a new era. 

When Chinese literature is at its crossroads where the Chinese language and cultural traditions 
are being impacted by modern information technologies and western cultures, we seem to be 
losing faith in the future of the Chinese language and literature. However, with his extraordinary 
literary powers of exploring deep into history and diving deep into the human soul, Mo Yan 
has evinced to the world and the Chinese literary circles the promising prospects of Chinese 
literature and, by reviving our hope for the future of the Chinese literature, he provides a 
timely momentum to the advancement of the Chinese literature and culture. 



Mo Yan’s success does not just speak for his own. His accomplishments speak for China and 
the Chinese communities, and his works offer the whole world a window to the beauty of the 
Chinese culture and language. The conferment of an Honorary Doctorate upon Mo Yan today 
signifi es our tribute to his profound contribution to the Chinese literature and culture. This is 
a historic and joyous moment of the University as we are proud to have Mo Yan join us as an 
honorary member of our University community.

Ms Chan your Honour may I present to you Mo Yan for the conferment of Doctor of Letters 
h ?


